Clinical implications for substandard, nonproprietary medicines in multiple sclerosis: focus on fingolimod
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Abstract: Both proprietary and nonproprietary medicines are expected to undergo rigorous preapproval testing and both should meet stringent health authority regulatory requirements related to quality to obtain approval. Nonproprietary (also known as copy, or generic) medicines, which base their authorization and use on the proprietary documentation and label, are often viewed as a means to help lower the cost and, thus, increase patient access. If these medicines fail to meet quality standards, such as good manufacturing practice and bioequivalence (in humans), they are then defined as substandard copies and can pose serious risks to patients in terms of safety and efficacy. Potentially noncontrolled or different manufacturing process and excipients in nonproprietary medicines may result in poor batch-to-batch reproducibility (accurate and consistent quantity of each ingredient in each capsule/tablet) and lower quality. Substandard, nonproprietary copies of medicines that are immunomodulatory or immunosuppressive are of concern to patients due to their possible untoward safety and lack of efficacy events. This article reviews the potential risks associated with nonproprietary medicines that do not meet the regulatory requirements of the United States Food and Drug Administration, the European Medicines Agency, or the World Health Organization. The clinical implications for patients are described. This article focuses on nonproprietary medicines for multiple sclerosis, particularly fingolimod, that are not identical to proprietary versions and could thus fail to meet efficacy expectations or have different impact on the safety of patients with multiple sclerosis.
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Introduction

Safe, high-quality medicines are essential to ensure optimal clinical impact for patients. Use of ineffective, poor-quality, harmful medicines can cause therapeutic failure, disease exacerbation, resistance to medicines, and sometimes death.1,2 It undermines confidence in health systems, health professionals, pharmaceutical manufacturers, and distributors.1 Proprietary medicines follow new drug application review requirements (Figure 1),3 undergo preapproval testing in animal studies and clinical trials, must meet stringent health authority regulatory requirements for quality, and are submitted to long-term safety monitoring (Figure 2).2,4–6

Nonproprietary (also known as copy, or generic) medicines must fulfill the requirements on quality and undergo good manufacturing practice before approval. In contrast to biologic copies, most synthetic copies must be additionally tested in bioequivalence studies.7,8 Substandard medicines are genuine medicines produced by manufacturers authorized by the national medicines regulatory authorities that do not meet the quality specifications set for them by national standards (Figure 2).2,4–6 Such medicines are prevalent in regions where health authorities do not enforce registration regulations that are...
as stringent as those enforced by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the European Medicines Agency (EMA), and the World Health Organization (WHO), and include defined requirements for quality standards. Substandard medicines can be approved by local health authorities. Globally, ~15% of medicines produced are counterfeit and substandard; rates in Asia and Africa reach 40%–50%. The proportion in highly regulated markets (Australia, Canada, the European Union [EU], and the US) is ~1%. This is likely to be an underestimation as demonstrated by a recent increase in reports of substandard medicine recalls and investigations into these medicines. India and China reportedly supply 50%–70% of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) used in the EU. Medicines imported into the EU should comply with EU good manufacturing practice for active substances as addressed in Directive 2011/62/EU. The contribution of nonproprietary substandard copies resulting in cases of toxicity, disability, death, failure to slow or prevent disease progression, and waste of public financial resources has been reviewed. Quality issues include: cleavage, deamination, and oxidation not present in the proprietary product; failed thin-layer chromatography and disintegration tests to determine the levels of specified and unspecified impurities; determination of genotoxic impurities; and absence of, or variations in, the APIs (Table 1). Copy manufacturers have also experienced problems leading to product recalls and withdrawals.

Substitution with nonproprietary carbamazepine (Tegretol®; Novartis Pharmaceuticals, East Hanover, NJ, USA), a common antiepileptic medication, resulted in case reports of breakthrough seizures and higher incidence of neurological side effects and skin rash. Carbamazepine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proprietary medicines</th>
<th>Nonproprietary medicines</th>
<th>Substandard medicines</th>
<th>Substandard copies</th>
<th>Counterfeit medicines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evidence-based clinical efficacy, safety, and quality</td>
<td>Relies on proprietary medicine documentation and label</td>
<td>Does not meet specifications necessary to ensure quality, efficacy, and safety</td>
<td>Relies on proprietary medicine documentation and label</td>
<td>No data Unknown origin and composition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved by HAs</td>
<td>Approved by some HAs</td>
<td>Illegal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: The key requirements for the United States Food and Drug Administration.
Notes: These requirements must be fulfilled for the submission of a new drug application for proprietary versus nonproprietary medicines. Both types of medicines share requirements 1–8 (top panel), but have distinct requirements thereafter (bottom panel). Completion of all requirements bridges the differences between proprietary and nonproprietary medicines. Data from Dunne et al.2

Figure 2: The key differences between proprietary, nonproprietary, substandard, and counterfeit medicines, and substandard copies.
Note: Data from Johnston et al.2 World Health Organization,4 US Food and Drug Administration,7 and Thaul.6
Abbreviation: HA, health authority.
Table 1 Examples of a link between quality parameters and their potential clinical impact

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Quality parameter</th>
<th>Potential impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API quality and source</td>
<td>Presence of genotoxic or unknown impurities</td>
<td>Safety (side effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Salt, polymorph, particle size, particle shape</td>
<td>Bioavailability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal product</td>
<td>API content (too high/low)</td>
<td>High content: safety (including toxicity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In vitro dissolution, for example, oral products</td>
<td>Low content: efficacy (subtherapeutic dose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excipients</td>
<td>Bioavailability, efficacy, and safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specifications analytical</td>
<td>Stability: safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material composition</td>
<td>Dissolution: efficacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary packaging</td>
<td>Process changes or quality by design not implemented</td>
<td>Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content uniformity and batch-to-batch variability</td>
<td>Dissolution: efficacy and safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facility (good manufacturing practices)</td>
<td>Dosage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Efficacy and safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td></td>
<td>Purity and sterility: safety</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data from Johnston et al.3
Abbreviation: API, active pharmaceutical ingredient.

This article reviews the clinical implications of substandard copy (nonproprietary) multiple sclerosis (MS) medicines that do not meet the FDA, EMA, and WHO regulatory requirements. In MS, which is treated using immunomodulatory medicines, substandard copies can expose patients to unnecessary risks, as demonstrated by reports of efficacy and tolerability problems with β-interferon biosimilars.26,27

Importance of bioequivalence studies

The concepts of bioequivalence and interchangeability of proprietary and nonproprietary medicines have important implications for manufacturers seeking regulatory approval. Statistical testing of bioequivalence is a key regulatory requirement mandated by the FDA, EMA, and WHO.26–30 The guidelines contain safety precautions comparable with the risk evaluation and mitigation strategy for the proprietary medicine.31 Health authorities that do not require bioequivalence to be demonstrated for registered copies are at increased risk of substandard medicines reaching the market.

A bioequivalence study typically compares the copy with the proprietary medicine in single-dose studies involving small numbers of healthy volunteers. Bioequivalence frequently relies on pharmacokinetic endpoints such as peak plasma concentration ($C_{\text{max}}$) and area under the plasma concentration–time curve (AUC), which reflect the rate and extent of absorption, respectively.29 The FDA criteria consider two products bioequivalent if the 90% confidence intervals of the relative mean $C_{\text{max}}$ and AUC of the test are 80%–125% of those of the reference product in the fasting state.29 For products with a narrow therapeutic index, the EMA recommends tightening the acceptance intervals for AUC to 90%–111%.28 Where $C_{\text{max}}$ is of particular importance for safety, efficacy,
or drug level monitoring, this acceptance interval should also be applied for this parameter. Copies at either end of the spectrum of 80%–125% are considered bioequivalent to the proprietary medicine, despite a potentially substantial range in bioavailability. This is important for medicines with a narrow therapeutic index, where slight dose changes can have a large impact on clinical outcomes. In practice, some copies may have a bioavailability of ~70%–140% of that of the reference product. In bioequivalence studies, it is essential to compare one copy with its proprietary medicine, rather than comparing multiple copies in one study where bioequivalence variations can be masked.

Bioequivalence studies often have small sample sizes. According to the EMA, the number of evaluable volunteers in a bioequivalence study should be 12 or more. In contrast, proprietary medicines undergo testing in multiple clinical trials for all phases with large sample sizes. Random variation among small samples may be masked, giving a false impression of the medicine’s safety or efficacy. In a study of 103 transplant patients who were treated with tacrolimus (Prograf®; Astellas Pharma US, Inc., Northbrook, IL, USA) or its copy, copy substitution resulted in a mean reduction of 15.9% and 11.9% in the concentration/dose ratio in liver and kidney transplant patients, respectively. Large variations were observed between individual patients; there were increases and decreases in concentration/dose ratios reaching ~50% following substitution.

Populations in bioequivalence studies usually consist of healthy volunteers, which may not reflect medicine efficacy in patients, causing further concern. Patients with schizophrenia can tolerate doses of dopamine-blocking antipsychotics that cause severe adverse events in healthy volunteers. The FDA recommends that patients with stable disease, rather than healthy controls, should be enrolled in bioequivalence studies.

Switching from proprietary to nonproprietary medicines: lessons from diverse therapy areas

Switching to nonproprietary medicines is common in many therapy areas to reduce costs and burden on public health care systems. Switching to a substandard alternative may increase long-term health care costs and exposes patients to ineffective treatment, suggesting that decisions about prioritizing cost over quality should be made in an informed manner. Reports of toxicity, or reduced efficacy, in patients with epilepsy who have switched to copies have led to increased scrutiny by professional bodies to prevent or reduce the use of antiepileptic copy medicines. A study of renal transplant patients in the US revealed higher total health care costs associated with generic cyclosporin A. The cause of cost differences was an unintended higher rate of exposure to immunosuppressants in patients receiving generic cyclosporin A, in addition to suboptimal efficacy.

The patient’s requirement for proprietary forms of medicine must still be considered. As reported by a treating physician, a patient with well-controlled, primarily generalized epilepsy received a prescription for proprietary lamotrigine and was prohibited from using a generic copy because of the narrow therapeutic window of the proprietary medicine. Her local pharmacist ignored the instructions and further directed the patient to use a nonproprietary copy. This would expose the patient to a product with a bioequivalence value potentially outside the narrow therapeutic window. The patient refused to accept anything other than the prescribed brand. For patients with epilepsy, adherence to medication over time may change if the patients receive a copy with altered efficacy. Safety concerns must outweigh cost savings, and several health authorities advise that the decision to treat a patient with a copy should be made only after consultation with a qualified health care professional.

Clinical implications of substandard copies for patients: examples from MS

Disease-modifying therapies for MS are expensive, and the large numbers of patients with this condition present a challenge to health care systems. Copies may reduce treatment costs, but the assumption that a drastic price reduction for disease-modifying therapies will occur is probably unrealistic. The β-interferons are routinely used in MS treatment. CinnoVex™ (CinnaGen, Tehran, Iran) and Genfaxon® (Genfa, Geneva, Switzerland), two biosimilars of the proprietary β-interferons Avonex® (Biogen Idec Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) and Rebif® (EMD Serono, Inc., Rockland, MA, USA) are available commercially in Russia and Ukraine. In clinical trials, CinnoVex was shown to be less effective than Avonex, while Genfaxon displayed an unfavorable tolerability profile compared with Rebif. Adverse events included the development of flu-like symptoms, local skin reactions, and mood changes and were reported more frequently than for Avonex or Rebif. Nonproprietary biosimilars undergo a three-stage assessment of pharmaceutical quality, laboratory testing, and clinical data to ensure similar safety and efficacy to the proprietary medicine. The greatest safety concern for biosimilars is immunogenicity because
biosimilars are derived from biological molecules and can induce an immune response in the patient.\textsuperscript{41,42} Glycosylation, impurities, changes in the three-dimensional structure, and factors related to the patient’s human leukocyte antigen type can elicit an immune response.\textsuperscript{42,43} Small alterations in the product’s manufacturing process can lead to functional changes that alter safety and efficacy,\textsuperscript{44} stressing the necessity for careful monitoring through appropriately designed clinical trials and, potentially, premarketing testing, as is done for proprietary medicines.

Some MS medicines with immunomodulatory properties have been associated with progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy\textsuperscript{45} and need careful patient monitoring. Increased safety controls should be implemented for such medicines, regardless of their proprietary or copy status.

For medicines with the potential to penetrate the central nervous system, health authorities require the manufacturer to complete specific, additional clinical investigations.\textsuperscript{36,47} Fingolimod (Gilenya\textsuperscript{®}; Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, Switzerland) is a nonselective sphingosine-1-phosphate receptor modulator that crosses the blood–brain barrier.\textsuperscript{48} Substandard fingolimod copies that do not undergo such investigations may cause side effect problems for patients. Fingolimod sequesters lymphocytes to lymphoid tissues, thus keeping pathogenic lymphocytes out of the central nervous system,\textsuperscript{49} and also acts directly within the central nervous system.\textsuperscript{50} The initial phase of the manufacturing process incorporates a chemical that has genotoxic properties.\textsuperscript{16} As part of the quality assessment of proprietary fingolimod, genotoxic levels should be below the threshold of toxicological concern (1.5 μg/day), as set in the guidelines of the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use.\textsuperscript{50} Copies of fingolimod that become commercially available should follow proper legal approval and conform to good manufacturing practice and other quality evaluations.

The quality parameters of a product’s APIs and excipients are important for patient outcomes and should also be controlled.\textsuperscript{2} Some excipients alter API bioavailability or modify the product’s shelf life.\textsuperscript{51} In cases where the excipient nature and source differ from those in the proprietary medicine, this has adversely affected medicine efficacy and patient safety.\textsuperscript{22} In one study, the API of proprietary fingolimod was assessed across a series of quality parameters and compared with the APIs of eleven nonproprietary products.\textsuperscript{16} The parameters included microparticle size distributions, heavy metal content, and inorganic impurities. The APIs of all eleven copies failed to meet international or proprietary specifications for more than one parameter. Proprietary fingolimod exhibits Biopharmaceuticals Classification System Class 2 behavior (low solubility, high permeability);\textsuperscript{52} consequently, according to FDA and EMA requirements, any nonproprietary product of this group should demonstrate bioequivalence in humans.\textsuperscript{16}

**Fingolimod product: a case study**

Proprietary fingolimod, like other proprietary medicines, uses a tightly designed manufacturing process that ensures batch-to-batch reproducibility (to ensure an accurate and consistent quantity of each ingredient in each capsule) and quality. Manufacturers of nonproprietary fingolimod must comply fully with all aspects of quality evaluation and manufacturing. Additional risks related to use of the medicine are determined using a long-term risk management plan and first-dose monitoring. These procedures control for safety issues in the patient, and apply regardless of whether the medicine is proprietary or a copy. These risks are unrelated to safety issues that arise as a result of poor, uncontrolled, and substandard quality evaluation.

The risk management plan identifies the product safety profile, prevents or minimizes the risks associated with fingolimod, and documents post-authorization obligations.\textsuperscript{53} First-dose monitoring is an integral part of the risk evaluation and mitigation strategy. Key considerations for fingolimod first-dose monitoring relate to its potential cardiovascular effects shortly after initial administration, which are a consequence of the known mechanism of action.\textsuperscript{55,56}

Nonproprietary fingolimod product, not meeting specifications, can fail to meet efficacy or have different impact on safety\textsuperscript{2} when substandard quality evaluation is employed.

A commercially available fingolimod copy was sourced and tested for a number of quality parameters (Novartis laboratories). The selected parameters were compared in proprietary and nonproprietary fingolimod using high-performance liquid chromatography (Table 2).

The nonproprietary product was tested 19 months before the stated expiration date. It exhibited fingolimod assay, total degradants, individual unspecified impurity, and content uniformity that were close to or out of proprietary and/or internationally acceptable specifications. Specified degradation products (not shown in table) for the nonproprietary and proprietary product were within proprietor’s specifications.

The assay value in the nonproprietary product was 93.1%, which was at the low end of the proprietary or internationally acceptable specifications of 90.0%. Total degradation products reached 9.4%, almost three times more
Table 2 Comparison of selected parameters for proprietary versus nonproprietary fingolimod

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Specification (source)</th>
<th>Nonproprietary fingolimod (%)</th>
<th>Proprietary fingolimod (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assay fingolimod (HPLC)</td>
<td>90.0%–105.0% (proprietary specifications; USP generally acceptable: 90.0%–110.0% for oral drug products)</td>
<td>93.11</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual unspecified degradation product (HPLC)</td>
<td>Not &gt;0.5% (proprietary and ICH specifications)</td>
<td>7.575</td>
<td>&lt;0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total degradation products (HPLC)</td>
<td>Not &gt;3.5% (proprietary specifications)</td>
<td>9.44</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content uniformity fingolimod (HPLC)</td>
<td>AV ≤ 15.0% at level 1 (Ph Eur, USP, JP)</td>
<td>AV 14.4</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolution rate fingolimod after 30 minutes (HPLC)</td>
<td>80% of the declared content (proprietary specifications)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data from Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, Switzerland (unpublished data, 2015).


than proprietor’s total degradation products’ specification (not >3.5%).

One unspecified impurity was measured at 7.6%, which was 14-fold higher than the proprietor’s specification (not >0.5%). In addition, this is seven to eight times over the internationally acceptable specification. According to the International Conference on Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use guidelines, for a product with a daily dose of under 1.0 mg, any impurity over 1.0% must be investigated, identified, and qualified in toxicology studies. The proprietor has implemented a rigorous process to continuously assess potential genotoxic impurities: 1) risk assessment: in silico testing for genotoxic alert structures in starting materials, process intermediates, reagents, and related impurities and 2) risk mitigation: levels of genotoxins are monitored and controlled to ensure that the levels remain below the threshold of toxicological concern (1.5 μg/day). This highlights that tight control of potential genotoxins is an essential element of the quality management of fingolimod.

Fingolimod is a potent, active substance and, based on data from clinical trials, is used at very low doses (0.5 mg once daily). The critical parameters to ensure batch-to-batch consistency and, therefore, quality and performance of the product are blend and content uniformity. The uniformity of the dosage units in a batch, with regard to the active compound, is often critical to the safety and efficacy of the dosage units. In proprietary fingolimod, this has been achieved by careful selection of excipients, drug particle size, and a robust blending and encapsulation process. In the nonproprietary product addressed here, content uniformity had an acceptance value of 14.4%. Although this narrowly met the content uniformity acceptance value of ≤15.0%, it indicates high capsule-to-capsule variability. Individual assay ranged from 86.4% to 97.0% (not shown in the table).

In summary, any manufacturer of nonproprietary fingolimod would have to comply fully with all aspects of quality evaluation and manufacturing to ensure the expected, essential elements of efficacy and safety. Potentially non-controlled or different manufacturing process may result in: 1) poor batch-to-batch reproducibility (accurate and consistent quantity of each ingredient in each capsule) and 2) lower quality. Such a nonproprietary product would not be identical to proprietary fingolimod and could fail to meet efficacy or have different impact on the safety of patients with MS. Given that a disparity in bioavailability may exist between the medicines deemed bioequivalent under the current guidelines, first-dose monitoring of copies, currently not a requirement for their approval, would provide greater reassurance of their safety.

These data reinforce the necessity for health authorities to implement the highest standards of quality and bioequivalence requirements before copy versions of fingolimod are made available to patients with MS.

Summary and conclusion
To reduce costs and increase access to health care, nearly every country has adopted laws, policies, and/or regulations that encourage substitution of proprietary medicines with copies. Pharmacovigilance programs for copies strengthen safety monitoring by promoting early detection of adverse events and assessing, minimizing, and communicating the risks for patients. Legislation should assure consumers that bioequivalent medicines are safe and effective for their intended use and that all labeling and packaging is truthful and informative.
There is a lack of enforcement of regulatory requirements governing the quality of copies in some markets. In certain developing countries, the standards are less stringent when compared with the FDA, EMA, or WHO. Even for copies approved in highly regulated markets, there are several strong arguments for incorporating greater robustness in the testing procedures that are used to grant approval. Pharmacovigilance is essential to meet the challenges posed by the ever-increasing range and potency of medicines. When adverse events and toxicity emerge, it is vital that they are reported, analyzed, and communicated effectively to relevant audiences. If this does not occur, patients living in countries with lax controls, and those who import substandard copies may be at risk.

There can be serious consequences when using inadequately tested, substandard copies, particularly in patients who require well-controlled treatments.32 There can be a lack of therapeutic equivalence for copies that may be bioequivalent but still fall outside the recommended range of bioavailability. The bioequivalence studies that use small numbers of volunteers may not reflect the efficacy and safety of the product in a larger population. Cost savings envisaged by using copies over proprietary medicines may be outweighed by the cost of adverse consequences. Potential medical and legal concerns may arise for patients who did not give informed consent, based on clear and unequivocal discussion of unwanted effects, before copy substitution.

This review of the literature on copies illustrates the risks in using products that are not adequately tested. For a medicine like fingolimod, to ensure patient safety, it is paramount to control impurities (owing to the genotoxic nature of the starting material for synthesis of the API and the low dose of the API), implement an risk management plan, and demonstrate bioequivalence. It is the responsibility of all stakeholders, including regulators, manufacturers of medicines, physicians, nongovernmental organizations, patients, and their caregivers, to continue to take action against low-quality medicines to ensure that patients receive the medicine they need.
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